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Leonard Easily Proves Master of
Welsh;
Champion Saves His Crown by
Clinching
New York. April 1 —This is the story of the passing of Freddy "Welsh. Technically, he is still
lightweight champion of the world. But the honor has become a shadow. The laurel wreath has
faded. Ten thousand who saw him in ten fiercely fought rounds at Madison Square Garden last
night know that Benny Leonard, of the Bronx, is his master in skill, in speed, in fighting strength
and the automatic courage that comes of a firm belief in one's own invincible superiority.
For a long time Welsh has had one hold on the consideration of the boxing fans His backers have
been able to say "Yes. Ritchie outfought him. He can be forced to run and twist and slip away
from punishment But you can't take one thing from him—he can out-clever them all He may not
beat any one, but who’s going to outpoint him'"
Benny Leonard outpointed Freddy Welsh .He won from him in every round He made him run,
made him hold, made him come in and mix it desperately, and he beat him at everything
he tried.
Has Better of Every Round.
Since he fought McFarland, Welsh had never met a man who could walk out and hit him at will.
Leonard could. Whether the champion fought or stalled or tried to escape, he was up against it.
Leonard was always after him, always shooting in jabs that reddened his nose and spoiled his
professional smile, hooks and drives and swings that thudded on his ribs until the sound of them
was like the beating of the bass drum in the orchestra.
No matter where he turned, there was Leonard, dancing lightly in, feinting, shooting out stinging
blows, smiling his small, confident smile. Scores of times in every round Welsh was compelled
to dive in and hold. He never held long, but still he was always clinching and frequently hitting
in the breaks without being seriously warned by Referee Roche. It was like the gambler's
percentage in a game of chance. It enabled him to stick out the ten rounds. Without the clinches
he might have failed.
Could Have Missed Champion.
A stranger coming into the garden, unacquainted with either boxer, might easily have thought
Benny Leonard the champion and Welsh the hopelessly outclassed contender. The boldness
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of bearing, the confidence, the direct attack, were all
Leonard's. The faint leads, the turning aside to avoid the
issue, the eagerness to hold his opponent's arms for a
moment, the desperate rallies when stung into resistance
were all the champion's.
There were times when it seemed Welsh must drop under the
hammering. He was shaken and dazed. He lost his smile. He
looked old and battered. But his stamina was with him still.
His recoveries were instantaneous. He had enough left to
start the tenth round with his usual finishing flurry, and to
tear along at top speed for half a round before Leonard's
heavier blows beat him back upon the defensive and with it
all he took a pounding that would have stopped any
lightweight who was not sound to the core.
The Garden was absolutely jammed with spectators. Those
who came late had a hard time reaching the doors. for the
streets outside were packed with a pushing, struggling throng. The announcement that Welsh
neighed 136 ½ stripped, and Leonard 132, brought mixed applause.
Leonard Takes Early Lead
Right at the start Leonard took the lead, while Welsh began holding. At the end of the first round
Benny had established a lead that brought wild cheers from the whole crowd. Round after round
Benny drove in hard, straight blows, while Welsh pawed at him with extended left and snuggled
close in frequent short clinches. As the fight went along Welsh found more and more trouble in
landing on Leonard at all.
Most of his blows fell short, for even when leading he tried to keep his own head back out of
range. Benny countered too well. And Benny didn't show the slightest respect for Freddy as
champion. It was very disconcerting by the fourth round Welsh was being tied into knots in his
anxiety to make some move without being hit.
Leonard reached him almost at will, and in spite of Welsh's defensive skill drove in heavy
punches continually. in the fifth Leonard, after a hot rally, ducked under Welsh's arms, and was
behind the champion before he realized that he had been flanked. Welsh nearly fell down in his
effort to escape, and had to laugh at his own predicament.
In the sixth Leonard shook Welsh so badly with hard left hooks to the chin that the champion
was forced to go in head down and clinch to save himself.
The seventh was Welsh's hardest round. Leonard ran from his corner as in nearly every round —
to get at him quickly. He hammered Welsh until the champion was actually forced to turn and
run. Following swiftly Leonard ripped a fierce left into Freddy's body, and threw him off as he
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tried to clinch, rushing after him and doubling him up with a left hook, that struck- him fairly in
the pit of the stomach. In spite of the speed of his attack. Leonard was absolutely cool .Welsh
was watching for a chance to land a right-hander, and Leonard never let him have it. Welsh was
kept too busy ducking and dodging. He was entirely outclassed.
Welsh floundered and clinched through the eighth, and in the ninth was hit on the jaw so hard by
Benny's right that he staggered in and held desperately to clear his head. His splendid stamina
showed here, for a moment later he was fighting hard in the clinches, apparently as strong as
ever. He hit in the breaks, but this little detail seemed to escape the notice of the referee.
They touched gloves when the last round began and went right at it. Both landed heavily. Welsh
became aggressive. He forced Leonard around the ring, but Benny, confident as ever, fought his
way clear and pressed Welsh back again. At the finish both were pounding away as merrily as
ever. The final bell stopped as pretty a melee as any in the fight.

The Washington Post
9 April 1916

New York, April 8 —To go right back to the beginning, Benny Leonard was born at Eighth
street and Avenue C. New York city, April 7. 1896. When he whipped Freddy Welsh a few
nights ago he was still 19 .The list of boxers who have reached true championship form at the
age of 19 is extremely short.
There are three fighting Leonards— Willie, Benny and Charlie, only Willie doesn't fight any
more He's chief second for the other two. As for Benny and Charlie, Benny is undoubtedly the
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best lightweight in the world at the present time, and if he can induce Champion Freddy Welsh to
meet him where a referee’s decision can be given there s little doubt that hell be champion
and holder of the lightweight title as well
Billy Gibson, manager Benny Leonard and Charlie Leonard called in to see me. Benny and
Charlie are almost exactly of the same height Benny is just two years older, and he weighs
about six pounds more than Charles. As for the records of the two, it would be hard to say which
is most sensational. Benny is wide-awake, quick eyed. High strung. Charlie is smiling, soft
spoken and rather languid in appearance Benny looks what he is — the keen and active fighting
man. Charlie doesn't look what he is, for under the languid air and behind the dark, heavy lidded
eyes is concealed the pep of a stick of dynamite. In action Charles is explosive He likes to win
his battles within 30 seconds of the first gong.
Began Boxing at 9 Years.
"I began boxing when I was about 9 years old," said Benny "We used to box in the back yard.
My uncle always took an interest in our boxing and encouraged us to stick to it. The yard was
full of flower beds, with a circular spot of smooth earth in the middle. We used the circle for a
ring. I boxed with all the other boys around the neighborhood and up and down the street
Sometimes I boxed with the big fellows. We just boxed for fun. After a while I was known as
the champion of the street, I was pretty fast.
"The first purse I ever fought for was in one of the little scraps in the circle between the flower
beds. There was another kid Joe Fogarty — and we were pretty well matched. They passed the
hat and took up a collection to make a purse. There was 60 cents in the hat. We agreed to split it
60-40, like the champions, I stopped Fogarty in the fourth round and got 30 cents for my end. He
got 20 cents and the loser's end. My uncle acted as my manager and Joe had a manager. My
manager let me have my end of the purse He didn't take out a percentage.
"When I was 14 we moved up to 165th and Kelly streets. That's where I began to get really
interested in boxing. Some other kids and I used to slip into the Fairmont Club through a back
window to see the bouts. One night I was looking in the window at the fights I remember I saw
Kid Herman fighting Johnny Reilly that night .While we were looking some of the kids crowded
and broke the window. The watchman used to let some of us in to see the bouts, but this night
when he heard the window break he ran out and grabbed two or three of us.
He got me. He took us in to where Mr.Gibson was You remember that' " "Sure," said Billy
Gibson, taking off his green hat and rubbing his head "I remember that. Let me tell it. The
watchman brought you in and told me about the broken window He said:
"What d'ya mean, breaking in that way?' And you only had one thing in your mind ,you popped
out 'I can lick all those fellows in there ' You looked as if you meant it too. The preliminaries
were over, so I couldn't give you a chance that night. I told you to come around the next Saturday
"
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"Yes," said Benny. "That was my start I came around Saturday and went on with Mickey
Finnegan , knocked him out, and Mr Gibson paid me $5 himself .That was my first purse in a
real bout. When I got out all the kids in the neighborhood were waiting for me, and we had a
party and spent the $5 for ice cream and cakes Gee, that was some party!. I have one after each
fight. We keep the house open until late, and all our friends in the neighborhood are welcome.
Mother has lemonade and cake for the boys. The night I fought Welsh there was such a crowd in
the house and in the street in front that I couldn't get in for a long time.
"After that first fight in the Fairmont I boxed every week. I had seven four-round bouts, and
then boxed Kid Herman in my first star bout. The papers gave me the decision. I never
had any other manager than Mr. Gibson. He just put me on at the Fairmont Club for, a long time
and then matched me with Eddie Wallace at the Broadway S. C. I won in ten rounds.
Defeat of Tommy Houck.
"Tommy Houck had never been knocked out. I met him at White Plains, and knocked him out in
seven rounds. That was the first time I showed a, real knock-out punch, although I won some of
my first fights with knock-outs it was a different thing with Houck. He was good, and it's hard to
knock out a good man. In all my bouts I've won over 50 per cent with knock-outs. But there
weren't so many when I began meeting good men. I was too young — and not developed
enough — to be a real finisher.
I'm not developed enough yet, I think. I'm built smoothly all over, but Charlie he knocks them
out .He's built up above the waist like a real fighter. How many knock-outs have you scored
Charlie ?
“six knockouts in seven fights” said Charlie. "That's professional How many in the amateurs?"
"Nineteen knock-outs in 21 fights, amateur. That's 25 knock-outs in 28 fights," said Charlie,
smiling
"Best In the Family."
"He's the best fighter in the family," declared Benny. "When Charlie went to the coast he came
back and told me there was one champion in the family anyway. I hope there'll be another
one. I think there will if I can get Welsh to meet me for a decision." "How about Willie" I asked.
"Oh, Willie is the oldest, and he started fighting first" said Benny. "Willie fought a fellow at the
Fairmont one night and we were in his corner.
The first round came pretty hard. In the second round Willie took an awful licking. He came
back to his corner and began to pull off the gloves. " 'Don't stop, Willie,' I said. 'You're
only half licked” “'If I'm only half licked you come in and get the other half” said Willie.
He fought once more just to show that he could fight, and knocked out a fellow at the New Polo,
and then went back to business. Now he only seconds us when we fight. He likes business
better."
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Takes Care of Himself.
"What do you consider the most
important thing about boxing?" I
asked. "The most important thing is
taking care of yourself," said Benny.
"No man who smokes or drinks can
do his best work at anything. An
athlete can't smoke or drink and be fit
for anything. I never had a smoke or
a drink in my life, and I never will
have. I can thank my mother for that.
I've taken her advice. I'll never do
anything I wouldn't want my mother
to know about, and as long as I stick
to that I'll be fit to do my best. I go
home and to bed every night at 10
o'clock to get plenty of sleep. Every
time I fight I run to the telephone the
minute the bout is over and phone my
mother, so she won't worry about me,
I'd do that if I was fighting in
California.
Brought Back Championship.
"I want the honor of bringing the
Championship back to America. I know I can do it. Welsh lasted through ten rounds by holding
and clinching and pushing me around, but I could feel him weakening. He's a wonder at getting
away with holding stunts. He can hold your arms and
push you around and make it look as if he was on the aggressive. I have my own way of boxing,
and I'm satisfied I can fight twenty rounds as easily as ten. I try to outbox my man and make him
tire.
I made Welsh miss me by feinting and drawing him out and then pulling back a little. I had
him floundering around. After five or six rounds I go in to finish it. I did that With Welsh, but
although I had him going, there wasn't time enough to get a fellow so clever at stalling. In
twenty rounds it will be a different fight. There'll be an American champion when it’s over.
That’s sure!"
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The Boston Globe 7 Feb 1920
By Robert Edgren

When Lightweight Champion Benny Leonard meets Johnny Dundee in Jersey City Monday
night he will, in a way, be defending his title. Too bad the bout did not come off at New Haven
as originally scheduled. Ten rounds has been Benny's distance since he won the title, not because
he has any objection to 'traveling over the longer route, but because he has been kept busy with
short engagements and hasn't had an opportunity to try himself out under old championship
conditions.
Benny hasn't needed even 10 rounds in most of his ring engagements. But he has needed more
when fighting Johnny Dundee. The rugged little ''Scotch Wop" has met Benny seven times in
short bouts, and while outpointed has never been decisively beaten or in any danger of taking a
10-socond count. He has stood before the champion's heavy punches better than any other
lightweight and thousands of his friends think he can outlast and beat Leonard in 20 rounds.
Remarkable Champion
Benny Leonard is the most remarkable champion we've ever had, for since he won the title he
has gone right along knocking out all rivals. Unlike other champions, Benny seems to have no
fear of losing the title that is worth a fortune to him if he keeps it. There is no timidity in his
makeup. Talking this over a while ago Benny said to me:
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"No champion can last forever. But while I'm champion I'm going to do the best I can every time
I get into a ring. When I lose the title it will be because I’ve met a better man. I'd be ashamed to
keep the title if I knew I wasn't the best lightweight."
Among fighters such a sentiment is rather unusual. The customary thing on acquiring a title is to
lay plans to hang to it for the longest possible time without taking even the slightest risk or
losing to a better man.
Some champions have even gone so far as to take their own referee around the country and insist
upon having this gentleman officiate in every bout. Nothing could be safer. But Benny isn't
built that way. He holds his title with his fists.
Leonard is a clean-living fellow and never has fallen for dissipation of any kind. He isn't lazy
and he never dodge's work. That accounts for his steady improvement since becoming champion.
He is much better now than when he caught the fleeting Freddy Welsh and knocked him out.
Has Done Lot of Fighting
Benny has done a lot of lighting during the past few months and has won often with a quick
knockout. He polished off Mel Coogan, who had held Dundee even; then beat "Red" Herring
at Memphis and Jake Abel at Atlanta a couple of weeks ago and then begun training for Dundee.
The champion has changed his training methods a little. He used to do more boxing than
anything else, but while in San Francisco training to meet Willie Ritchie he found that more road
work helped his speed and general condition.
Benny always had thick legs. These same leg's carry him around with amazing speed, but he
thinks he might be faster if his underpinning was lighter. So he takes delight in running to see if
they grow thinner.
Lots of old-time champions had thin legs. Notable in the bunch were Bob Fitzsimons and Joe
Gans, whose fighting style has been something of a pattern for all champions since their time.
But Bob Fitzsimmons was knocked out by Jim Jeffries, who had thick legs, and Joe Gans was
put down for a 10-count once by "Elbows" McFadden, whose legs would hold up any piano ever
manufactured. It isn't all in the legs Ben.
Dundee Three Years Older
Johnny Dundee, right name Giuseppe Carrora, born at Sciacca, Italy, 1893, began fighting in 1911,
four years before Benny Leonard made his start. Dundee is three years older than Leonard.
His original manager, Scotty Montieth, gave him the name "Dundee." From the start the little
Italian was fast and. shifty, with a peculiarly original style.
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He always has been a puzzle to other
fighters and many clever men have
planned just how to "get him" in the ring
and then have fanned the empty air as
Johnny ducked and bobbed about
and shoved his face tantalizingly into easy
range to draw punches that he seemed
able to dodge without any trouble at all.
His dancing, shifty style has kept him
from developing much of a
knockout punch. He is as rugged as any
lightweight I've ever seen, and his vitality
is amazing.
Years ago those who watched him
thought he'd grow stale and slow from
using such a tremendous amount of
motion in every bout, but he has fooled
them all. Only once has Dundee
"flopped" for a 10 count, arid that was
when Willie Jackson landed a crusher on
his jaw in a Philadelphia bout.
Ordinarily a fighter goes back rapidly
after being knocked out, but Dundee
broke the rule when he started a knockout
career for a while, outfought and
outpointed Jackson and kept right on
beating good men. Benny Leonard is the only one who has seemed able to tame him.
Still, Leonard should win in New Jersey, He is champion. He never has been in real danger of
losing his title. The nearest he ever came to trouble was in the first fight with Ritchie, when he
was knocked dizzy with right handers on the chin, and came back fighting like a champion.
He stopped Ritchie in the second fight. He always fights better in a second meeting, And he has
met Dundee seven times. The eighth should give the answer.
End
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The Constitution Atlanta
9 Jan 1921

Study is the thing that makes a successful fighter nowadays," said Lightweight Champion Benny
Leonard.
We were sitting in a room at the New York Athletic club talking over Benny's career. "Yes,"
Benny went, on, "the day of the boy with a strong back and a thick skull has gone by. You have
to be a student to get to the top and stay there. I'm champion and any other lightweight could
make a fortune by beating me, yet nothing can induce the best of them to meet me in the ring.
I'm in a funny position as a champion without a contender for his title. Tendler, Jackson and the
others know I can beat them, but they don't know why. They think it's because I have an awful
'kick,' 'They think I'm bigger and stronger than I am.
They don't realize that I can beat them because I'm a better student. When I began fighting as a
boy I used my legs at first instead of my brain, and I was called a feather duster boxer because I
only danced around and tapped. But I began to study, and I knocked out Mandot. I met Welsh
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three times. I learned a lot fighting Welsh The third time I knew enough, to beat , him and win
the title. I’ve gone on studying ever since.
"You have to study three things to be a first-class fighter. First, your opponent's mind and habit
of thought, second, your own mental control of timing and movement, and last, physiology."
Here Benny Leonard stopped and thought for a moment, while I wondered where he got his
supply of language, which was rather novel for a fighting man.
"I learned about the importance of understanding physiology while I was in the army," said
Benny “While I was boxing Instructor at Camp Upton Lieutenant Smith was instructor in Jiu
Jitsu, which he learned in Japan. We worked together and he taught me Jiu Jitsu I learned a lot
of things about the nerves and the vital organs. Do you know what a knock-out it? It's simply a
shock to a nerve, carried to the brain. There are three knock-out points on the head, each where
nerves lie near the surface. For instance, a straight blow on the end of the chin isn't a good
knock-out punch. But hit a man on either side of the chin, an inch or so back, or above the eye
tooth, and you deliver a shock to a nerve connecting with the brain. The nerve telegraphs the
brain, that you're knocked out, and down you go. A Jiu Jitsu expert can put a man out by digging
at certain nerves with his thumb. It isn't necessary to deliver a smashing blow.
Leonard's Favorite Blow.
"One of, my favorites is the blow that started Welsh to defeat. It's a body blow, delivered with a
lifting twist. Sam Langford was a master of that lifting punch, it can be a short blow and not very
hard, but it must lift or It's no good. A lifting blow drives the intestines up against the heart,
causing a weakening shock. The effect is only temporary, and isn't dangerous.
"Men on whom I have used that blow thought I was hitting a terrific punch, because it felt that
way. But I wasn't. I never consider it anything but a weakening blow that would make an
opponent leave an opening for a knockout punch and render him too slow to block it.
"If I haven't had a chance to study an opponent before a fight I study him as well as I can in the
early rounds .First his mental limits and then his physical power. I see how quickly he can think,
how quick he is to defend and how quick to lead, or counter. Then I look for his weak spot. A
funny thing, some fellows you can't hurt with the standard knockout punch I remember one
welterweight I knocked out almost by accident, and learned something by it. I won't tell his
name because it would be a tip off of his weak spot to other fighters.
I hit him with every punch I had his body was covered with muscles that made a solar plexus
punch useless. I couldn't catch him relaxed. He didn't seem to feel a punch on the chin or behind
the ear I accidentally caught him on the temple and he dropped. Now when I box a tough
fellow whose nerves don't respond to the usual treatment, I tap around the skull until I find where
I can hit him to make him dizzy.
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Italians Hardest to Knock Out
"Another thing I size up in a fighter is the matter of heredity! Different weak spots are
characteristic of different races The English, for instance, often have bad teeth. You see a man
with bad teeth in the ring, and you’d be fairly sure his body is his weak spot.
"I've found the Italians the hardest to knock out. They can fight all the time and not tire. Their
vitality is astonishing. "Fellows like Johnny Dundee and Jack Sharkey are tireless and can stand
an immense amount of work without going state. That's because their ancestors for a thousand
year" back have been workers and have lived on plain food and little of it. A loaf of bread was a
feast to those birds.
"Now for myself. I study myself most of all, because after all it's my machine that does the
work. Every blow I use, I’ve practiced thousands and thousand of times, studying every detail of
delivery. I've put as much study into the delivering of a lifting, right hand body punch, as a man
would need to learn Greek I follow every inch of the blow and try to improve it in detail.
"See here," said Leonard, suddenly jumping up and into boxing pose. "I deliver the blow like this
I have been feinting so my opponent doesn't see my position. My hand drops back to here and
starts forward, my wrist turning and the knuckles driving upward at the finish. At the same time,
my body goes forward, my head is turned a little, which makes my body swing behind the blow
and takes my chin out of the danger line My left straightens and my knee turns in and as I come
up on my right toe my ankle turns out so that I'm in a pigeon-toed position I’ve done that slowly
thousands of times, until I do it mechanically every time I use that blow. It gives the greatest
possible driving power with the proper speed and snap a blow that shocks has to be a snappy
blow, not a big push,
Six-inch Punch a Myth.
'Now about those 'six-inch punches' they say I use. I've heard hundreds of people talk about my
knocking fellows out with a six inch punch, the way they used to say Bob Fitzsimmons did. I
never knocked anybody out with a short punch I don't believe any other fighter ever did. "What I
do is just this I fool the eye .The speed of your arms in feinting counts I feint rapidly with my
arms well advanced, and suddenly I strike. The feinting is intended to fool my opponent so he
won t know when my real blow starts, and if it fools him, it fools the spectators, too. You see me
feinting and hitting, and what your eye catches is the general effect, because my arms are moving
as fast as I can move them.
"You don't know that when I struck the blow my elbow was drawn farther back that one time,
and instead of striking six inches or a foot I really drove my fist two feet or more They say
Dempsey uses short punches. Dempsey takes twice as long a drive as he seems to take and, as for
Carpentier I watched him beating Levinsky, and he puts the punch into the finish of a blow that
travels a yard or more '
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"Aren't you giving away your trade secret'" I asked Benny "Why, no,' laughed the champion
"Some of my rivals will read this, and if they think they understand it they may get courage
enough to give me a fight.

The Constitution Atlanta
27 February 1921

Room for Endless Argument In Comparing Benny Leonard With Gans, Declares Edgren
BY ROBERT EDGHEN.
Many new-timers, and some oldtimers have asked me whether or not I would consider Benny
Leonard in Joe Gans class as a lightweight champion. Right there is room for endless argument.
Except in those athletic events where distances and time show exactly what performances are it's
almost impossible to compare present champions with former titleholders.
I'll say that Leonard has shown himself easily master of all rivals in his class today and a great
lightweight. In many points he is very much, like Gans, who is conceded the master boxer of all
the great old-time lightweights.
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Joe Gans started as a knockout "artist when he was a small boy working in the fish market at
Baltimore. He won his first eight fights with knockouts. He had been fighting over-two years
when he had his first reverse, being beaten by Dai Hawkins — decision in fifteen rounds. His
winning, streak started again immediately and went along smoothly until he was knocked out by
George McFadden . Soon after that, he lost to Frank Erne in twelve rounds, the fight being
stopped because Gans had a badly cut eye and couldn't see.
Terry McGovern knocked Gans out in two rounds, and years later he lost a fifteen round decision
to Sam Langford — then a lightweight. He won fights again until 1908, when-Battling Nelson
fought him twice, knocking him out in seventeen and twenty-one rounds. At that time Gans was
in the decline that ended in his death from tuberculosis a year or so later. Of course Gans fought
hundreds of ring engagements— but Leonard isn't at the end of his fighting career and may have
as long a record if he doesn't retire.
Benny Leonard has been knocked out, too. Benny began boxing at Billy Gibson's old Fairmont
A. C. in the Bronx, New York, when he was only 16 and showed such speed that Gibson became
his manager and matched him up to the championship in five years.
Strong on K. O's.
In his first year of ring work Benny won most of fights with knockouts. He was knocked out
himself by Joe Shugrue in four rounds. Shugrue was a very fast and clever lightweight. In his
second year Benny won only three fights with knockouts, fought many with no decision and was
knocked out by Frankie Fleming, a first class little Canadian. Two years later Benny stopped
being a "feather duster boxer" and began studying the science of winning with a clean K. O. and
among the good ones he knocked out were Joe Mandot of New 'Orleans, and Ever Hammer.
In 1917 Leonard started a whirlwind knockout campaign that won him the lightweight
championship, which he still holds. Within ten weeks. Leonard knocked out Packey
Hommey (nine rounds), Ritchie Mitchell' (seven rounds), Charlie Thomas (six rounds'), Eddie
Shannon (six rounds) and Lightweight Champion Freddy Welsh. (nine rounds).
About this time people began to talk about Benny Leonard as "another Joe Gans.": With the
confidence of a real champion he went right along knocking out opponents and not picking soft
ones.
He knocked out Johnny Nelson and Featherweight Champion Johnny Kilbane, Young Rector,
Phil Bloom, Eddie Dorsey and Vic Moran. About this time Leo Johnson, a splendidly built
colored boy and a clever boxes, was called black lightweight champion and many thought
he could beat Leonard. Benny announced that unless he could whip all opponents regardless of
color he didn't care to call himself champion.
He fought Leo in New York less than four .months after beating Welsh. As the two faced each
other I'll admit that I, for one, wondered if Benny was up against it, The colored boy was better
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built for fighting — an almost perfect double for Gans himself, easy and, smooth in action, wideshouldered, strong, quick and with the easy, gliding grace of a born boxer. He had the catlike
action so often seen in black fighters, who seem bred for the sport. Benny looked a little clumsy
in comparison as they sparred for the first opening.
Benny's Plastered Hair.
Benny Leonard always has his hair smoothly brushed, and at that time Gibson boasted that no'
boxer had ever been able, to "muss" Benny's hair in the ring — not even the clever Welsh. So the
crowd gasped when Leo calmly reached out in the first mix up and deliberately roughed Benny's
down-plastered locks with his open hand, grinning as he did so. It was evidently meant to get
Benny's goat.
It was Leo's fatal mistake. With a sudden flare of fury Benny leaped at Leo like a wildcat. He
swarmed all over the black champion, beating down his guard and hammering him back to the
ropes.
Crushing blows landed faster than the eye could follow the flying gloves and within a minute. in
that first round, Johnson was helpless, was beaten down, was counted out. He never had a chance
to start a blow after he rumpled Benny's hair and grinned at him.
Leonard boxed many bouts for various war funds during the war and a few for himself. On the
night he knocked out Welsh he announced that he intended to volunteer for army service the
following week. This he would have done if he hadn't been instructed a day or two later by the
war department to report for assignment as boxing instructor at one of the army camps. He was
sent to Camp Upton, where he did splendid work and taught boxing methods to thousands of
soldiers and officers until the war was over.
While Leonard has fought several good fights since the war, knocking out among others of note
our old friend Willie Ritchie, former champion and boxing Instructor at Camp Lewis, and
fighting no decision bouts with welter Championship Jack Britton and former Welter Champion
Ted Lewis, his most notable performance has been the recent knockout of Ritchie Mitchell.
There isn't a doubt, in the world that Mitchell is a top-notch lightweight and would have classed
well among the best of the old-timers. He was the most dangerous of Benny's rivals. Yet Leonard
didn't play it safe or waste any time standing on the defensive. He never does. He went after
Mitchell in the first round and, twice knocked him flat for a count, of several seconds. Mitchell's
class showed when he got up after the second knockdown, met Leonard's charges and
knocked the champion down in turn with a hard hook on the chin.
Leonard was in exactly the position of Joe Gans in his second and third fights with Dal Hawkins.
In each of these fights Dai knocked Gans down and nearly out with a left hook on the chin in the
first round. Each time Gans deliberately took a nine second count, got up and fought defensively
until he recovered and then knocked out Hawkins.
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Leonard rose to his knee, turned toward his corner and nodded to his brother Charlie and Billy
Gibson to show that he was still in the fight, took nine seconds, and getting up deliberately used
his skill and speed in defense until he recovered, when he went to the front again and knocked
Mitchell out.
Leonard Studies
Like Gans Leonard is a student of boxing. Gans learned much of his great skill by following
Robert Fitzsimons around the country and watching all of his exhibitions. Gans always said
Fitzsimmons was the greatest of all boxers in his time.
Leonard has studied, anatomy to learn the effect of blows, and has picked, up and tried all the
best combinations used by other boxer's. He practices the delivery of a blow thousands of times,
until he perfects it in every detail.
Gans could hit equally hard with either hand. So can Leonard. But Benny has even a better left
than Gans had. He either lands the knockout or starts his man' going with left hand body
punches. This was the way he whipped Welsh, robbing him of his speed of foot by hammering
lefts into his body and then polishing him off with rights.
When Willie Ritchie nearly knocked Benny out in that four round San Francisco fight Benny
came back with left hand body punches that slowed Willie up and took the danger out of his
rushes, then turned the tables on him in the last half of the last round.
In one thing Leonard is a greater fighter than Gans was, and entirely different in style. He is
endlessly aggressive. Gans was as great a counter hitter as Fitzsimmons and was usually,
satisfied to stand back with both arms raised in guarding position, to block or slap aside
blows, and then use his short and deadly counter attacks. Gans didn't move around much.
Leonard has the flashy footwork of a Bantamweight. Just how Leonard would compare
with Battling Nelson, when the Dane was champion, is a question. The Dane's iron endurance
wore down many great fighters and might have offset Benny's flashing skill.
I think he would have beaten Wolgast or Ritchie within twenty rounds, but Tendler, Jackson,
Dundee, Mitchell, White and the modern lot, boxers or sluggers are below his class. Charlie
White claims much credit for having hit Benny on the chin knocking him through the ropes. But
Benny came back after that punch — usually a sleep producing wallop — and knocked
out White.
Leonard's private life is ideal. He is a model for any boy. He lives quietly at home with his
mother, trains conscientiously, avoids all forms of dissipation, is modest, decent and as
creditable a champion in every way as ever put on a glove.
End
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They are beginning to say that Lightweight Champion Barney Ross looks like another Benny
Leonard, just as they used to say that Benny was "another Joe Gans." As a matter of fact Barney
does look like another Benny. There are several very marked points of resemblance in
fighting style.
Ross showed, in his second fight with Canzoneri — a great fighter — that he has everything a
champion should have. Benny Leonard was the last to have everything to make champion —
although Canzoneri came very close to it. In the Canzoneri fights Ross used his taxing
skill when the Italian chose to box, but mixed it furiously without ever taking a back step when
Canzoneri threw boxing to the four winds and elected to try slugging it out. He beat Canzoneri at
boxing, and beat him at slugging.
Built Up K. O. Punch.
When he was Golden Gloves amateur champion in Chicago, Ross was making as good a start as
Leonard did when Benny was fighting for Billy Gibson in the old Fairmont club in the Bronx.
Ross developed rapidly into a very fast and clever boxer. So did Benny. Ross scored
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knockouts, but depended chiefly on fast footwork and swift hitting. So did Benny. They used to
call Benny "the feather duster boxer" because he dusted off his opponents with a constant
flickering of light punches, and seldom did anything else. One day Billy Gibson sent for Benny
and said: "Benny, you'll never get anywhere unless you develop a knockout punch," and set
Benny to work to train hours every day on hitting harder.
Benny caught the knack, and startled his followers by knocking out Joe Mandot of New Orleans,
which was very unexpected as Joe was one of the best lightweights of the day. That started
Leonard. He knocked out one opponent after another and became enough of an attraction
to draw the attention of Freddy Welsh, the clever English world's lightweight champion.
Twice Welsh out boxed Leonard and dodged Benny's hardest, punches. The second time it
looked so easy to Welsh that he accepted another match, thinking a no-decision bout with Benny
about as soft a way of cleaning up as any other. But that time Leonard know every move
Walsh used, and was ready. He battered Freddy helpless with stomach blows, then cracked him
on the chin and hung him over the ropes.
Benny was very smart. Instead of letting Welsh slide down for another rest on the floor he stood
close and cracked him time and again with right hooks that threw him back across the ropes
every time he started to slip. Walsh was out on the ropes and Referee Kid McPartland , who
knew his job, jumped in and waved Benny back. Welsh fell in a heap, and if he'd had 10 minutes
instead of 10 seconds, he couldn't have gotten up again.
Benny Leonard, like this boy Ross, was a fighter who was perfectly willing to fight anybody and
stake his title on the result. Everyone thought Ross would play safe after the modern fashion of
champions, and go around taking on easy non-title matches for a long time .But Ross chose to
prove he was a champion by fighting Canzoneri again, and he fought and beat the great little
Italian in his own home town. He says now he'll fight anybody the public wants him to fight, and
probably he will; Benny was like that.
Leonard Flattened Johnson
Shortly after Benny won the championship there was a lot of talk about Leo Johnson, the very
clever and hard-hitting colored champion. Benny was dared to fight Leo and he took the dare.
When Billy Gibson made that, match many of Benny's friends protested.
It looked like risking too much. But Gibson laughed. I had seen Leo flatten several pretty good
lightweights and like others figured that Gibson was a bit reckless. But Benny said: "If I'm a
champion I'll be a champion." Benny was proud of the saying that he'd never had his hair ruffled
in a fight — which was a fact, by the way. He wore his hair plastered back, oiled so that it had
the smooth shine of a patent leather shoes.
It stayed that way through every one of his fights. To get Benny's goat, the moment they came
together Leo reached over his long left arm, glove open, and deliberately rumpled Benny's hair.
The goat getting worked the wrong way. It annoyed Benny exceedingly, and he went into Leo
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like a wildcat and never stopped banging away will both hands until Leo was flat on his back,
knocked cold in the first round.
Benny Leonard fought best when he
was hurt, Richie Mitchell nearly
knocked him out with a right-hand
clip on the chin. Benny sprawled on
his face and dragged himself up to
one knee, turning dazed eyes toward
his comer as he managed to push up
from the floor at the count of
nine. Richie rushed in to finish him,
and Benny gathered everything he
had left into one punch
and floored Mitchell, winning with a
clean knockout in the seventh round.
Benny fought Charlie White,
probably the hardest left hand hitter
since Joe Gans. White hit Benny the
chin and knocked him clean through
the ropes and out of the ring. Benny
crawled back barely in time, and
fighting cautiously until his head was
clear, knocked White out in the ninth
round.
Leonard could beat them all. Right handers or southpaws, and did it. He could box or slug.
Willie Ritchie, former Heavyweight champion, fought Bonny in a four-round bout in San
Francisco, and in the second nearly knocked Benny's head off with a terrific right-hand clout on
the chin. Benny recovered and made a fighting finish. Ritchie went East and they fought again in
New Jersey, and this time Benny led all the way and had Willie helpless on the ropes in the
eighth, when the referee stopped the bout.
When Barney Ross stood toe to toe with Canzoneri in the New York fight, disdaining to use his
superior long range skill and showing New York that he could stay in there giving blow for blow
until even the fiery Canzoneri was forced to back up, he did what Benny Leonard did in many
hard fights. If he keeps this up he'll be as popular a champion as Benny was. And he look like a
lad who'll keep it up.

End
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Jimmy Wilde
For the first time in over half a century, Hitting and
Stopping, the first book written by Jimmy Wilde,
Flyweight Champion of the World has been republished as a new, updated and expanded official
edition :
'Jimmy Wilde was one of the greatest fighters the
world has ever seen. He fought hundreds of times on
the fairground boxing booths while still in his teens,
often battling opponents nearly twice his size. Wilde
went on to win his first 100 professional fights, most
by way of knockout and defeated much larger men
throughout his professional career. By 1916, Jimmy
Wilde was universally acknowledged as the Flyweight
Champion of the World, and held the title until 1923.
Wilde’s devastating punching power was such that
he is regarded by The Ring magazine as being the
third greatest puncher of all time. Boxing historian Nat Fleischer rated him as the No.
1 Flyweight in boxing history. Jimmy Wilde was inducted into the International Boxing
Hall of Fame in 1990 and is today celebrated as one of the most gifted fighters to have
stepped into the boxing ring.
First published in 1914, Hitting and Stopping reveals the combative insights of a true
boxing master. Jimmy Wilde explains the unorthodox methods and strategies that
enabled him to emerge victorious on hundreds of occasions. Illustrated by many rare
instructional photographs of Wilde demonstrating his techniques, this book is a must
for any sports historian or boxing student hoping to understand the life and career of
a man who was called ‘The Ghost with a Hammer in his Hand’ due to his devastating
punch and his uncanny skills in evading his opponents.
This new official edition of Hitting and Stopping How I Won 100 Fights contains
further additional written material and commentary as well as numerous photographs
of Jimmy Wilde that have not been included in any previous edition.
160 pages
ISBN : 9780957034211
£12.99
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Email peerlesspress@gmail.com for more information and to order your copy direct
from the publisher. Peerless Press ships worldwide.
Shipping :
United Kingdom : £2.80
Europe

: £4.10

World Zone 1
: £6.10 (North America, South America, Africa, Middle East, Far East
& S. East Asia)
World Zone 2

: £6.30 (Australia, New Zealand, etc)

If ordering from outside the United Kingdom, to check which World Zone your country
falls into please check the following link :
http://www.royalmail.com/delivery/delivery-options-international/airmail/airmailzones

